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Abstract. The second workshop on Medical Content–Based Retrieval
for Clinical Decision Support took place at the MICCAI conference in
Toronto, Canada on September 22, 2011. The workshop brought together
more than 40 registered researchers interested in the field of medical
content–based retrieval. Eleven papers were accepted and presented at
the workshop. Two invited speakers gave overviews on state–of–the–art
academic research and industrial perspectives. The program was com-
pleted with a panel discussion on the role of content–based retrieval in
clinical decision support. This overview introduces the main highlights
and discussions in the workshop, summarizes the novelties and introduces
the presented papers, which are provided in these proceedings.
1 Introduction
Medical content–based retrieval has received a large amount of research attention
over the past 15 years [1, 2]. Despite large amounts of research and also the
availability of benchmarking data sets for medical retrieval [3], there are still
only few tests of real systems in clinical practice such as [4]. Image retrieval has
always been at the crossing between several sciences, namely image analysis or
computer vision, information retrieval and medical informatics. The MICCAI
(Medical Image Computing for Computer–Assisted Intervention) conference is
a logical target for a workshop on content–based retrieval.
A workshop titled Content–based Image Retrieval for Biomedical Image Archives:
achievements, problems and prospects focusing on medical image retrieval, took
already place in MICCAI 2007 in Brisbane, Australia. The first workshop on
Medical Content–based Retrieval for Clinical Decision Support, took place at
MICCAI 2009 in London, United Kingdom [5]. The motivation was to show
that in addressing true clinical challenges, purely visual image retrieval needs to
be augmented with additional information, such as text (coming from various
sources including image captions or the patient record). Thus, the challenges in
content–based retrieval for clinical applications are in fact multimodal in nature
and require the combination of state–of–the–art tools for each modality and the
fusion across the modalities to obtain optimal results.
The second workshop on Medical Content–Based Retrieval for Clinical De-
cision Support took place at the MICCAI conference in Toronto, Canada on
September 22, 2011. The workshop brought together more than 40 registered
researchers. The 2011 workshop web page was set up at1 to advertise the event.
Submissions were requested in the following principle areas of interest:
– data mining of multimodal medical data,
– machine learning of disease correlations from mining multimodal data,
– algorithms for indexing and retrieval of data frommultimodal medical databases,
– disease model–building and clinical decision support systems based on mul-
timodal analysis,
– practical applications of clinical decision support using multimodal data re-
trieval or analysis,
– algorithms for medical image retrieval or classification using the ImageCLEF
collection.
A specific goal was also to promote the data sets created in the ImageCLEF2
challenge [6–8]. Using standard data sets can help identifying well–performing
techniques and help measuring performance improvements within and across
techniques and systems. Several articles in the workshop used standard data
sets, which allows to well judge the obtained performance.
In total, 17 papers were submitted to the workshop. All papers were reviewed
by at least three external reviewers from the scientific committee as well as
one member from the organization committee. Through this process 11 high-
quality papers were selected for oral presentation at the workshop. In addition
to the scientific papers, two invited speakers gave insights into their current
research directions and projects. One invited speaker was from the academic
field (Nicholas Ayache, INRIA, France) and one from industry (Dorin Comaniciu,
Siemens research, USA). The workshop finished with a panel that discussed the
role of medical content–based retrieval for clinical decision support.
The workshop led to many lively discussions on application areas, technolo-
gies (particularly the use of various types of visual words) and future ideas for the
current tools. Feedback from the participants was very positive for continuing
the workshop seires at future MICCAI conferences.
2 Highlights of the presentations
This section details the main highlights of the workshop by discussing the main
novelties presented in the invited presentations and the scientific papers. Papers
on computer–aided diagnosis for a specific medical application are presented in
Section 2.2 and general management of visual information in large databases in
Section 2.3.
1 http://www.mcbr-cds.org/
2 http://www.imageclef.org/
2.1 Main novelties presented
The workshop discussed several novel ideas in the field of medical content–based
retrieval. Dominant was the application of many types of visual words and bag
of visual words (BoVW) techniques [9–14]. Key to strong performance is the
combination of feature space definition and strong machine learning tools. The
optimization of BoVW remains an interesting research topic as the parameters
can vary widely depending on the type of application.
The use of 3D data was introduced in the current workshop in several of
the works presented [10, 15, 13, 16, 17]. This contrasts with past years, where
most approaches were concentrating on retrieval in 2D images. Visual words
were shown to be useful in the 3D space.
A key feature in the use of visual words is the need to define interest points
or salient points [9, 13, 17]. Various techniques can be used — from random
sampling to dense sampling (and others). The technique to give best performance
needs to be tested for each application. For example, it has been shown that dense
sampling is optimal if a specific subset of images is to be analyzed such as lung
CTs or radiographs of various anatomic regions. This has been shown to give
best results in the ImageCLEF 2009 competition [18], as well as in several of the
works presented in the current workshop.
Another presented challenge is the combination of text and visual retrieval
[15, 12, 19]. Cross–modality retrieval is presented in [16]. A less frequently studied
subject is the perceived visual similarity [9]. This domain is of importance for
applications that aim at the integration into clinical practice.
Several papers dealt with efficiency questions using a variety of approaches
such as thumbnails [17], inverted files [16] and random clustering [14]).
In summary, the works presented covered a large variety of techniques and ap-
plications, addressing state–of–the–art topics in medical content–based retrieval.
Initial work with defined clinical applications, as well as evaluation methodolo-
gies, were presented. Both are of great importance for future acceptance in the
medical community.
In the years ahead, we can expect to see medical image retrieval applica-
tions integrated into viewing stations and into clinical information systems, as
complementary to text analysis tools.
2.2 Computer–aided diagnosis
In [9], Andre´ et al. introduce a smart atlas for videos from probe–based confo-
cal laser endomicroscopy (pCLE) using CBIR. The videos are transformed to
2D mosaic images built from the course of the probe [20]. pCLE mosaic im-
ages are a good candidate for CBIR, because little experience exists with this
relatively novel imaging modality. Therefore, retrieving similar images with at-
tached diagnosis can support both training and diagnosis. The bag–of–visual–
words method [21] is used to extract prevailing visual concepts in a feature space
spanned by the scale invariant feature transform (SIFT) descriptors [22] using
a dense sampling. The similarity between pCLE videos is computed as the χ2
distance between the histograms of the occurrences of the various visual words
(VW) over the whole image. The evaluation of the retrieval performance ad-
dresses an important point of CBIR systems for clinical decision support, where
retrieving visually similar images with distinct diagnoses provides important
cues to assist the decision of the clinicians. Indirect and direct evaluations of the
system are performed: the indirect performance is computed as the classification
performance based on the pathological classes (e.g., benign, neoplastic), and a
direct retrieval performance based on the perceived visual similarity. The latter,
which may closely assess the needs of the clinicians, is based on a visual similar-
ity score obtained from endoscopists using an online survey tool. Such acquired
ground truth is used to estimate the interpretation difficulty as well as to learn
the perceived similarity by “shortening” the distance between instances per-
ceived as very similar. The consistency between VWs and eight visual semantic
concepts defined by experts in pCLE is also verified.
Local 3D texture quantification is used by Burner et al. [10] to retrieve high–
resolution computed tomography (HRCT) images of the lungs with emphysema
and metastases. The system uses a region of interest (ROI) delineated by the
user as a query. It then searches for HRCT images containing regions with sim-
ilar texture properties. The regional texture properties are encoded using bags
of VW in a feature space spanned by a multiscale 3D extension of local binary
patterns (LBP) [23]. In the database, the ROIs are defined using the supervoxel
algorithm [24] to divide the lung parenchyma into homogeneous regions. The dis-
tance between ROIs are computed using the diffusion distance [25] between the
histograms of VW. The evaluation shows that the proposed method outperforms
approaches based on a global similarity measure.
A system for the retrieval of similar ROIs in HRCT images from patients
affected by interstitial lung diseases is proposed by Foncubierta et al. in [11].
VWs are used to encode the characteristics of 6 types of lung tissue expressed
in a wavelet domain. The influences of two intrinsic parameters of the proposed
methods are investigated. First, the importance of scaling parameter of differ-
ence of Gaussians (DoG) is studied by varying the number of supplementary
intermediate scales when compared to the classical dyadic wavelet transform.
The authors show that the scale progression does not have a significant influ-
ence on the retrieval performance, since the classical dyadic scheme allows the
best performance. The optimal size of the visual vocabulary is also investigated.
Results show that for classes with high intra–class variations such as healthy
tissue, a high number of VWs is required. As soon as a sufficient number of
VWs is reached, the performance remains stable with a slight decrease that can
be explained as an effect of the curse of dimensionality.
An image retrieval system based both on visual and text attributes is pro-
posed by Costa et al. in [15] to assist the diagnosis of hepatic lesions in CT. The
system uses ROIs defined by the user as queries. The visual attributes consist of
grey–level distributions and moments of the Hounsfield units in the ROIs as well
as in the whole liver. Text attributes consist of 20 labels defined by clinicians to
be relevant for the characterization of liver lesions in CT. The labels are attached
to each lesion by two clinical experts. Intrinsic random forests [26] are used to
assess the similarity between the lesions by counting the number of times that
two instances appear in the same leaves. The proposed approach allows retrieval
of similar lesions with high semantics and efficiency.
In [27], Safi et al. propose a computer-aided diagnosis system for the classi-
fication of pigmented skin dermoscopic images. In a first step, the global images
are segmented into three regions indicating 1) healthy skin, 2) bright parts of
the melanoma, and 3) dark parts of the melanoma using energy constraints in
the CIE color space representation [28]. Then, visual features are extracted from
the region corresponding to the dark parts of the melanoma. These consist of
shape, color and texture properties as well as geometric attributes defined as
important by the clinicians. A support vector machine (SVM) classifier with a
polynomial kernel is used to classify skin regions in a compact feature represen-
tation obtained with the prevailing dimensions of principal component analysis
(PCA). The methods are achieving an overall good performance on a dataset of
4240 benign and 232 malignant images.
2.3 Visual data management
An image retrieval system based both on visual information and text is used
in [12] for the management of a large collection of histological images using the
query by example paradigm. Visual content is represented using 500 VWs ex-
tracted from densely sampled patches expressed in terms of their discrete cosine
transform of the three RGB channels. The occurrences of the VWs are expressed
using a matrix Xv ∈ R
n×l, where n is the number of VWs and l is the number
of instances. Text attributes are obtained from expert annotations and are rep-
resented as 46 binary attributes that form the matrix Xt ∈ R
m×l. Reductions of
the dimensionality of the feature space are obtained by factorizing the matrices
Xv and Xt. A distance based on the scalar product of the vectors with reduced
dimensionality is used for retrieval. Several approaches are proposed and com-
pared to obtain a multimodal representation of the images. The first one consists
of creating a multimodal matrix from the concatenation of Xv and Xt. The sec-
ond maps Xv on the factorized representation H of Xt using a linear transform
such as Xv =WvH . Wv i s obtained using multiplicative updating rules [29]. A
third strategy consists of mapping Xv on Xt as Xv =WXt directly withW ≥ 0.
A baseline using the histogram intersection of the occurrence of VWs as similar-
ity metric is shown to be outperformed by all multimodal retrieval approaches
but the one based on the concatenation of the visual and textual attributes.
The combination of textual and visual attributes for image retrieval is also
investigated by Rahman et al. in [19]. The ImageCLEF 2010 dataset of the
medical image retrieval task [30] is used, in which each image has text attached in
the form of an image caption and text from the scientific journals from which the
image belongs. The text attached to images is represented using MeSH terms3
resulting from a preprocessing step consisting of the removal of stop words. The
3 http://www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/
vector of text attributes is obtained with the vector space model [31] and the
importance of each term is weighted using the tf − idf scheme with local (i.e.,
at the document level) and global (i.e., document collection) weights. Visual
attributes are obtained from an SVM–classification of image patches using color
and texture information into a set of 30 visual concepts defined by annotations
from experts. The similarity between images is computed as a linear combination
of two cosine distance measures from each modality. The results returned for a
given query are filtered by modality using a previously trained SVM classifier.
The evaluation shows that the combination of text and visual features provides
best results only when the modality filter is used.
The importance of the method for detecting salient points for further com-
putation of VW is investigated by Haas et al. in [13]. Three detectors of interest
points are compared: points with high response of DoG, a dense sampling us-
ing a regular Cartesian grid and centers of mass of ROIs segmented using the
superpixel algorithm [24]. For each salient point, SIFT descriptors [22] are used
to span the feature space in which the k–means algorithm identifies clusters
and their centers as VWs. Inter–image distances computed as the χ2 distance
between the histograms of the occurrences of the various VWs over all salient
points. The methods are evaluated on two datasets. The first evaluation uses the
ImageCLEF 2009 medical image annotation data set and error evaluation4 [32].
Error scores show the improved classification performance achieved by super-
pixel interest points when compared to dense sampling and DoG detectors. The
methods are also evaluated on their ability to locate slices of lung CTs based on
the position of the retrieved images. The position is determined by the median
position value of the ten best retrieved images per query. Again, the superpixel
approach outperforms dense sampling and DoG in terms of sum of squared errors
of the vertical positions.
Cross–modality retrieval of ROIs consisting of bounding boxes of organs is
addressed by Venkatraghavan et al. in [16]. First, a coarse localization of the
regions in whole–body CT and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans is ob-
tained using sped–up robust features (SURF) [33] descriptors in Gabor–filtered
images to determine the anatomical region (i.e., cranial, thoracic, abdominal,
sacro–lumbar and the extremities). This initial localization is then refined using
fuzzy uniformity index from texture descriptors obtained with 3D local binary
patterns computed from a Gabor–filtered 3D volume. A sliding window search is
used to exhaustively index volumetric datasets. Inverted files are used to index
organs based on a semantic vocabulary containing 14 terms corresponding to or-
gans (e.g., liver, left lung, right lung). The proposed methods are evaluated on a
dataset of CT and MRI images from various body regions in terms of localization
errors of the bounding boxes of the organs. A comparison with regression and
decision forests shows that the proposed methods allow for a more precise local-
ization of the organs. No quantitative evaluation of the retrieval performance is
carried out.
4 http://www.idiap.ch/clef2009/evaluation tools/error evaluation.pdf
Speed efficiency of CBIR is investigated by Donner et al. in [17] by using
small versions of 2D and 3D images. 2D images from the ImageCLEF 2009
medical annotation data set [32] are downsampled to 32 × 32 thumbnails. 3D
CT scans are downsampled to 16×16×16 volumes. Various retrieval approaches
are compared. First, PCA is applied to obtain a more compact representation, in
which k–nearest–neighbors use an Euclidean distance and kD–trees to speed up
the retrieval process. Second, correlations of rigidly aligned thumbnails are used
as a distance metric between the images, which is only carried out in the axial
plane for 3D volumes. Third, feature vectors obtained from distribution fields [34]
are compared using a l1–norm distance measure. At last, a histogram of oriented
gradients (HOG) from SIFT descriptors extracted with either dense sampling or
salient points detected with DoGs are used together with a χ2 distance. The
latter proved to outperform the others using the 2D ImageCLEF 2009 dataset.
For 3D CT scans, the retrieval performance is evaluated as the distance between
the center of the query image and the center of the most similar image. Again, the
approach based on the histograms of gradients is providing best performance. No
quantitative evaluation of the retrieval speed is carried out but the authors show
that good retrieval performance can be achieved using only highly downsampled
image thumbnails.
Clustering efficiency for the computation of VWs is addressed by Pauly et
al. in [14] by using multiple random partitioning of the feature space based on
extreme random subspace projection ferns. Local appearance with local distri-
butions of color/intensity gradient directions are encoded using color/intensity
values, LBP and HOG in 17× 17 patches extracted at random locations. In this
feature space, random ferns [35] perform a hierarchical partitioning with only
one decision function per level. This allows to efficiently categorize an instance
with a hierarchical set of binary tests. The authors modify the initial algorithms
by using random splits at each level. Bags of VWs are obtained by a concatena-
tion of the VWs from all partitions. The approach is evaluated on the modality
classification task at ImageCLEF 2010 [30] and shows an improved accuracy and
efficiency when compared to the k–means clustering algorithm.
Purely text–based image retrieval is proposed by Mata et al. in [36], where
image retrieval tasks from the ImageCLEF 2009 and 2010 collections are used.
The text queries are expanded using the MeSH controlled vocabulary of the
National Library of Medicine. The queries are initially divided into N–grams.
Then, various query expansion strategies are investigated. The first strategy uses
cross–referencing functions provided by the MeSH vocabulary, such as SeeRe-
latedDescriptor and ConsiderAlso. The former associates the descriptor with
other descriptors and the second returns terms having related linguistic roots.
The second strategy uses directly the children terms provided by the hierarchi-
cal structure of the MeSH tree. The third strategy uses synonyms (so–called
“entry terms” by MeSH) to expand the queries. The Lucene5 text search engine
is used to index and retrieve image documents. The results show that whereas
the strategy based on the children terms for expansion performs best on the
5 http://lucene.apache.org/java/docs/index.html
2009 dataset, no significant improvement is achieved in terms of mean average
precision when compared with the baseline consisting of using the initial query
without expansion.
3 Conclusions
The second workshop on content–based medical retrieval for clinical decision sup-
port showed a set of state-of-the-art works, from academic as well as industrial
perspectives. We have found that the audience increased from previous meetings
at the same venue. The domain is gaining interest in the MICCAI community.
One evident trend is the desire to show the contribution of the field to the
clinical practice. As such, there is a desire to view and integrate content–based re-
trieval as one part of larger information access and management systems. Hospi-
tal information systems (HIS) and Picture Archival and Communication Systems
(PACS) are the backbone of the hospital enterprise. The stored data are the asset
for the hospitals and being able to use the knowledge stored in these archives is a
key component to case–based reasoning and medical decision–making processes.
Image analysis is a single component of this process. Text mining and general
textual information retrieval are other components that need to be combined
with visual retrieval for decision support in clinical settings. After the lively dis-
cussion at this workshop, we plan to continue holding the workshop at future
MICCAI conferences, and we hope to see you all there.
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